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LATEST PODCAST UPCOMING EVENTS January 4 NJPW Wrestle Kingdom 1 January 5 NJPW Little Kingdom Night 2 January 16 Hard Impact to Kill 31 January WWE Royal Rumble February 27 AEW Revolutionary Welcome to WrestlingINC.com Live WWE SmackDown Viewing Party. The evening show from
Tropicana Field in St. Petersburg, FL. — WWEnight SmackDown on FOX opens live from the ThunderDome at Tropicana Field in St. Petersburg, Florida as Michael Colel greeted us. It was joined by Core Force of Rings.- We go right into the ring and out WWE Universal Roman Reigns, Jey Uso and Paul Heyman.
Reigns stopped on the ramp and raised the title as the pyro goes off. Greg Hamilton makes their introduction as they walk to the ring while fans boo. Anger and Tombs beat Bravo tonight to match determined opponents Royal Rumble with Sami Zayn, Daniel Bryan, Rey Mysterio, King Baron Corbin, and Shinsuke
Nakamura. Governor takes his time entering the ring and stops in the middle as more pyro goes off. A great you suck! chant breaks out before Heyman can speak. He hands the mulk of Reigns and the boos to continue. Reigns says there's plenty of talk about what they did to Kevin Owens last week. Governor says
Owens is a pain in his ass but he loves Owens. He respects someone as ambitious as Owens, someone who keeps getting up standing no matter how many times he gets knocked down. He says that Owens is like a cockroach. Government has never wanted anything bad to happen to Owens.Reigns going on and says
he cares about everyone in the back, cares about their family, and that's why he's doing what he does. He put food at everyone's table. But now, Owens doesn't have this opportunity, he can't come to work anymore. Reigns says people are trying to blame him but it's not his fault. Reigns says if you want to blame
someone, pointed the finger in the official peaceful direction of WWE Peace. Fans boo again. Reigns says Peace to bring his ass out of here. Heyman lls the ring announces to get peaceful out of here. Peace finally comes walking down the ramp and into the ring. Peace asks Reigns what he can do for him. Reigns says
Peace to look at this beautiful clips being done. A video pack played and it shows the highlight from two weeks ago, when Reigns caught on Owens in the Steel Cage. We also see how Owens spoke Peace in the match with Uso last week, how Owens defeated Uso, then the post-match attack on Uso which led to Reigns
and Uso destroying Owens, who finished the show by sending him off the deck off the board. We are back and Uso will star peace down. Peace asks Reigns what he wants him to say. Reigns wants peace to be a man. He makes another match for those who made it. But Owens went to his friend for another match with
him. Reigns accuses the Peace of not taking the right decision for the welfare of his friends. Reigns goes on and isn't happy about tonight's Gauntlet to determine his Royal Rumble challenge. Peace says he's just trying to put his best out there forward Reigns.Reigns goes on to play game ideas and peace. Peace asks
Heyman what they're doing from here. Uso will continue to prevent peace down from behind, looking ready to attack. Reigns accuses Peace of his thoughts of stupid, which means he's insulted him and disrespecting him, and disrespecting his family. Reigns says there are consequences for this. He has long tougher
peace by the necklace and is behind him up. Peace requires Reigns to stop and says he vows Reigns. Heyman talks out and gets him back to peace. Reigns nods and says that that was his mistake. Maybe there's no one in this stupid room, and maybe now... right now, you're perfectly safe. Peace seems that Reigns but
the mulk turns to Heyman, pats peace on the arm and then walks out of the ring as his music hits.- Always come, Big E advocates against Team Apollo. We go to the commercial. WWE Intercontinental Title Match: Apollo Crews vs. Big EBack from the break and Apollo Crews is already waiting in the ring. WWE
Intercontinental champion Big E makes its way into the next ring. The bell rings and Teams immediately dropped Big E with a dropkick. Crews with another high-level kick Big E for a quick comb attempt. Crews go to the top, but it has rolled in as Big E dodges the splash. Big Heg drop crews with an elbow. Big E goes on
and hits the splash runs off the apron as counts are referred to. Crews count a movement and kick Big E at the top. Crews dress Big E, and drop it with an adventure again. Crews unloading and dust in the corner now. Team with a splash run to the edge. Team with a big German suplex, hold it for a second German, and
then a third for a close count of 2. A dazed Big E rolled to the floor for a breath. Crews it out of the approach and then hit a moon to the floor. Crews rolled Big E back into the ring for a count of 1. Crews take Big E to the corner and then at the top turn. Crews up for a superplex but great resist. Team nails the superplex
and looks like it will hold it for another suplex but it also looks great and tries to turn it into a pin to try. Refer to make the count 3 and Teams immediately start celebrating, go to the pose corner. Referring to looks a bit confused as do Big E. Big E approaching the nominations and speaking as SmackDown goes to
commercial with no winner announced. Back from the break with a replay shows that both competitors had their shoulders down. Refer to holding the title in the ring now, and Crews and Big E. Rules referred to that it was a double pin and per the rules, the champion maintains. Teams are discussing but Big E says it
hasn't made the rules. They discuss some more with crew smacks Big E in the face. Teams require Big E to give him the title. Big E is ready to go at it again now. Refer to calls for the bell to re-start the match. Big E nails two curves-to-neighboring supleks, and then a third as the crowd pops. Big E runs the cords and hits
the mouth in the in the ring. Big E pulled and went for the Big Finish, but crews retired and went to the approach. Big E runs for the spear at the floor but teams have become a knee up. Crews went to the top and hit a broken liquidity for a closing count of 2. More back and forth now. They count trade and rolling crews Big
E for another count closing 2. Crews and strikes with a Spinebuster in the middle of the ring. Crews with a moonsault stand and another count closed 2. Crews yesterday out of frustration now. Crews seem to go for a powerbomb but Big E rolled it for 2. Big E goes straight into the submission of The Muffler Stretchler.
Teams fight out with a kick. Big E scoops him for a great finish, but crews out and nails a big kick into the temple. Big E fights off the turn-out power. Team Load but Big E captured him with the Iran from the corner. Big E then stopped Team For The Big Finish to get the pin with the win. Winner: Big E- After the match,
Big E stands tall and takes the title as his music hits. He yesterday some words in Crews and spots him before making out his exit. -- Adam Pearce is on the phone with someone cleared and says he feels convicted if he is convicted if he is not convicted if he does not do so. Sonya Deville walks in. Peace greeted him
and said he understood they will work together. Deville says last year was crazy and he's not proud of what he said or done, but he's a new year and he wants to put the past behind him. She's not that much Rose beats her in the summer match, goes to RAW and leaves her career in shambles. He goes on and says he's
thankful for the new opportunity and wants to help peace. To exchange some friendly words and peace welcome him back. - Always come, events match our Gauntlet. Back to commercial.- Back from the break and Alyse Ashton is backstage with Bianca Belair, who announced herself for the 30-Woman Royal Rumble
Match. Before he can talk, Bayley interrupts and is buried with each other. Bayley also declares his place for the Rumble and says he will win, then go on to win the title at WrestleMania 37. Bayley and Belair continue to have words with each other until Belair walk off.- We see how Robert Roode and Dolph Zigler recently
attacked their profits Street.SmackDown Tag Team Team Match: Robert Roode and Dolph Ziggler vs. The StreetWe profits back in the ring and first are SmackDown Tag Team Champions The Street Profits – Montez Ford and Dawkins Angelowkins. Return to the commercial. Back from the break and see how Sports
Illustrated named SmackDown Women's Champion Sasha Banks as the Wrestler of the Year for 2020. Carmella is backstage with Reginald, her sommelier, now. He caught a sip of champagne and crushed on Pinning Banks last week. She also mentioned Sasha being honored by SI and points out it was for a year



where Carmella had the time. Carmella goes on to talk trash about Banks and says Banks can't touch her when it comes to talent. We are back in the ring with the profits to wait as Roode and Dolph Ziggler come out together. Ziggler and Dawkins go at it to start off. Back and forth until Dawkins gets some offense and
nails a big bike for a count of 2. Dawkins works on the arm with tags at Ford. They doubled Ziggler's team with a double attacking. Dawkins then flip Ford over Ziggler for another 2 count. Ziggler takes it to the corner and turns it around. Roode tags in and are ejected on Ford while it's down, standing away as counts are
referred to 5. Roode uses the middle code on Ford as referring to count again. Roode takes Ford into the corner but Ford blocks a right hand, he fights out to the edge and into the opposite corner. To unload and shoot points as the cheese crowds it over. Roode with a kick in the knee injury to turn it right back around.
Powder sends Roode to the floor, then Ziggler as he comes in. Ford ran the cords and leap over the top, taking out also challenges to ring. Ford stood up his knee hand to lay out and went right back. Dawkins comes on to check on Ford, as does the reference. Ford sold the knee crash as we go back to the commercial.
Back from the break and Dawkins eventually turned it around on Roode. Dawkins with a great back-drop and a shot turning into the corner. Dawkins goes on and hits a bulldog for a close count of 2. Dawkins can't believe it. Because God never goes down on the floor, no one can get up to the approach, but he makes it
stand. Dawkins fought Roode off and decided against tagging Ford in. Ziggler Tags in and drops Dawkins with a dropkic for a close count of 2. Ziggler worked on Dawkins while he's down as fans boo. Ziggler manhandles Dawkins some using the middle cord. Ziggler argued with the benchmark and Roode takes
advantage with a cheap shot at Dawkins. Ziggler Arena Dawkins in the middle of the ring right now. Ford and Dawkins both came for a tag but Ziggler pulled Dawkins back into the corners and in coming Roode to take over as a US wish to smoke! chant goes on. Roode and a dawkins neckbreaker for another count of 2.
Roode spots Ford as Dawkins draws for a tag. Roode continues to beat Dawkins around the ring while Ziggler also tasted him. Ziggler Tags in hand Dawkins dodges a double team try. Dawkins then sends Roode to the ropes to the floor as the crowd pops and Ford reaches in for the tag. Roode ran over and pulled Ford
off the apron. Ford blocks a hit and sends Roode to the barrier. Ford goes back to the apron and reaches for the tag. Ziggler gets kicked away by Dawkins. Ford Tags in and unload on Ziggler with clothes and right hand. Ford drops Ziggler again and then back-drops Roode as he runs in. Ford has some issues with the
leg but still levels Ziggler with a huge lariat arguing for a close count of 2. Powder softly makes it to the top, but Roode grabs the leg. Powder kicked Roode to the floor. Ziggler runs up to the top and quickly nails a Super Facebuster on Ford. Ziggler covers for another count close to 2. Ziggler yesterday in Ford to get back
up. Ford nails a of his own as Ziggler charged for one. Ford fell over Ziggler's head for a 2 count but Roode broke him up. Dawkins comes in and sends Roode back from the floor. Dawkins with that strong reassurance for Ford now as he pulls off the edge. Roode approaches on the approach, but Dawkins hits him there.
Ziggler ran and hit Dawkins off the apron, face-first into the barrier. Ford counters a motion by Ziggler and rolls him up for a close count of 2. Ziggler goes right for the bad Ford's legs. Roode tags in and blow the fish suplex for a count closing 2. Roode can't believe Ford is still in it. Roode goes for the Glorious DDT but
Ford sliding out and hitting a Roode drop enryption. Ziggler Tags in and immediately hit the double Spinebuster team at Zig Zag's. Ziggler quickly covered in the middle of the ring for the pin to win the titles. Winners and New SmackDown Tag Team Champions: Dolph Zigler and Robert Roode - after the match, Ziggler's
music hits as they take the titles. Dawkins comes in check on Ford but the champions new attack and knock them out of the ring. Ziggler and Roode go back to celebrate their corner with their titles.- Adam Pearce and Sonya Deville are talking strategies talking when Paul Heyman walks in. Deville slammed himself.
Peace tells Heyman if this is about the Gauntlet, save him, please. Heyman says he loves peace and doesn't want hostility. Heyman goes on to know the past of Peace and how things could if he managed to scrap Daddy Adam Peace back then. Heyman says he knows the accomplishment of peace and why he chose
for this job, but also knows this was not how peace sees his career go. Peace wanted to be the champion. Heyman says that Roman Reigns has made him pull some strings and Peace is now in the Gauntlet match in Gauntlet. Peace doesn't look thrill. Heyman says Peace now has the chance to pursue his dream since
he was a baby, and it's courtesy of his Universal Champion. Heyman says he was so happy and proud to be peaceful, personally and professional. Heyman grabbed The Hand of Peace and Earthquakes, and said that it was a fun business to do with him. It's interesting how WWE put this angle up all night as Deville also
mentioned in her earlier segment how she wanted to help Peace tonight, in her match, but she postponed the idea and said she hasn't been struggling in 6 or 7 years, and she won't be struggling anytime soon. We go back to sales.- Back out of the break and see how Billie Kay's prevented a win for Riottt's squad last
week. Home is backstage with Viv Morgan and Ruby Riott now, and you want them to add it to the band. They are not interested. He starts crying. Live begins to talk to Billie taking heart as they want her to be in the group. He says he can punk like them, and he even added pit mosh to his resume. He's happy as he
walks away. The Riott squad annoying and looking to fix the Situation.#1 Gauntlet Contender match: Rey Mysterio vs. Sami Zayn vs. Kingron Conrad Vs. Bryan vs. Shinsuke Nakamura vs. Adam PearceWe goes into the ring for the Gauntle match event to the main match with out Rey Mysterio and Dominican Mysterio.
The winner will become the new #1 to challenge WWE Universal Champion Roman Reigns at the Royal Rumble. Sami Zayn is outside the next. Sami starts ranked on a scheme against him. He has a film crew with him and says that they are here to document and discover the scheme against him, which led him to lose
the internal title. He goes over and says when the waivers come out, he'll prove that he's the just champion. Fans boo as Sami continues to rank. He enters the ring and goes on to beat Rey, then everyone else who comes down to the ring because he is denies. The bell bells and Sami are still running through his film
crews. It turns around in a dropkic from Rey. Rey hit Sami in the ropes and then hit 619. Rey goes to the top and hits the big Frogsplash for the easy pin. Sami was eliminated. Sami, still wearing her dress, rolled to the floor as music hit Rey. Sami charmed away as his film crew followed. The musical hits and exits next
comes Shinsuke Nakamura. Rey looks on as we go back to commercial. Back from the break with the bell rings as they close and go through it. Nakamura with a headlock before running the ropes and dropping Rey with a shoulder. Rey counters a motion and they tangle. Rey rolled in and hit a kick in the face for a quick
try as the Dominican looks on. More back and forth now. Rey sends Nakamura to the floor with a tornado. Rey and the baseball slipped but Nakamura captured him, driving a featured knee on the approach. Nakamura leaps off the apron, but lacks a knee as Rey dodges it. Rey slipped below code with Pan In Sunset on
the floor. Nakamura's finishing up comes right back up and nails a sliding knee on the outside. Nakamura brings it back to Rey's hands kicked out of 2 by affirming the ropes. Nakamura controlled Rey at the corner and drops it again for a count of 2. Nakamura with another countdown and a double knee drop for a count of
2. Nakamura and Kick while Rey is down. Nakamura takes Rey to the head and works it on. Nakamura boarded for a superplex but Rey resisted and fought back. Rey headbutts Nakamura into the match. Rey nails the sympon of flying as Nakamura gets lifted. Rey with more offense and a roll for a count near 2. Rey
gets thrown at the apron and then stunning with a kick to the face. Rey blocks a shot to the spin head. Rey fought back from the approach and the seeds in which Nakamura captured him. Rey blocks a powerbomb attempt and sends Nakamura to the position for 619. Rey nails it. Rey turned to the top for the splash but
Nakamura gets his knees up. Nakamura goes right to the arm bar but Rey is trying to fight him there. Nakamura fights back and tightly it makes Rey tap out. Rey was eliminated. Nakamura's music begins to play but King Baron Corbin runs down and attacks Dominic from behind, putting him out of ring. Kobin, Avenue
the ring and unloading on Rey at the corner. Corbin drove Rey to the martha with a big chokeslam as fans boo. Kobin stands on Rey and talks some trash as we go back to commercial. Back from the break and Kobin will be at it with Nakamura. They waved in the middle of the ring. Kobin hit a large coat for a count of 2.
Corbin and Hit Body in the corner now. Corbin takes Nakamura to another corner and ejected with more striking bodies. Kobin charges hand motion Nakamura and Kobin hit the shoulder-first ring post. Nakamura drops corbin with a kick. Kobin rolled to the floor in regroup. Nakamura leaps off the apron, but Corbin
catches him with his aangel in the post. Kobin brings him back in for a 2 count. Kobin continues to work Nakamura around the ring. Corbin drove Nakamura back into the match for another comb close. Nakamura counts a motion and nails a cooked kick in Corbin's war figure. Nakamura unloads and kick now. Corbin
catches one leg but Nakamura drops it with the other. Nakamura moves out of the corner and the corbin hits hard. Nakamura drops Corbin with a stroke to the top. Nakamura leaps off the second rope and a kick fly for a close count of 2. Nakamura is waiting at the corner for Kobin to rise now. Corbin dodge In Kinshasa's
and nails six in Deep Six for one count close to 2. Nakamura immediately pulled Corbin into a triangle submission. Chobin power rises, he misses it with a powerbomb. Kobin runs out and back to hand his Nakamura level with a Kinshasa in the face for the pin to get the elimination. We get a replay of the Kinshasa. The
music interrupts and exits next comes Daniel Bryan as a yes! chant breaks out. Nakamura stands tall in the ring and tells Bryan to carry on. Bryan hits the ring and owns the edge as yes to it! chant gets stronger. We go to the commercial. Back from the break and Bryan nails a dropkic as soon as the bell bell flies. They
tangle and Bryan ends up sending Nakamura to the floor and then nails a suicide dive, sending Nakamura to the announce table. Bryan brings it back in and goes to the top but Nakamura kicked him in the middle air zone. Bryan and the Reverse Exploder siplex now. Nakamura charges for Kinshasa but Bryan counts
them and applies a Half Crab in the middle of the ring. Checks referred on Nakamura. Bryan pulled it back to the middle of the ring and then applied an ankle set. Nakamura tries to break it but Bryan turns that into a German suplex and a bridge for a close count of 2. Bryan and Yes Kicks while Nakamura is on his knees
now. Nakamura got up and took more kicks, went back to his knees. Bryan keeps the cabbage coming as fans beat him on. Nakamura Kanna kicked the rounded and then kicked Bryan. count the Nakamura and Rolling Bryan in a statement of arms. Bryan Geiger has a bar of his own arm. Nakamura resisted but Bryan
goes to the Yes Lock in the middle of the ring. Nakamurara is trying to fight out of the catch. Bryan transitions again but finally gets his foot on the bottom rope free break. Bryan drops Nakamura for his knee and delivers some more kick, focusing on the arm. Bryan turns Nakamura into the arm and will continue to work
on the arm. Bryan takes Nakamura to the top for the Frankensteiner but Nakamura blocks it and Bryan falls to the dull. Nakamura with a fly kick for a 2 count close. Nakamura drove big hit knee to Bryan now on the Martha. Nakamura merely hits a roundhouse kick. More returns and ideas between the two. Bryan forces
another comb to try. They get off their feet and exchange kicks, then shorten points. Bryan Nakamura boxes into the corner. Bryan and Short the chest in the corner now. Bryan drops Nakamura with a stroke at the top of the corner. Bryan runs with dropkic at corner, and another. Bryan runs again for the third task but
Nakamura flises out of the corner and Kinshasa's out of nowhere to get the pin to eliminate Bryan.Nakamura begins celebrating as his music hits. We go into rplays while Bryan is still down. Nakamura kneeling down on the match looks at Bryan. Bryan stands and helps Nakamura. Bryan offered his hands and to shake
as pop fans. Then there are a few friendly words but the musical interruptions and out WWE Universal Roman Reigns, Paul Heyman and Jey Uso. Stars Nakamura Down. College and serious remind us that there is only one man left in the Gauntlet. We are back in sales with Nakamura fixing back up at Reigns, Uso and
Heyman on the scene. Back from the break with Nakamura is still waiting in the ring while Reigns and crews he looks on from the scene. Heyman's movement to the back and out comes the official peace of WWE. Peace seems like he doesn't want any part of that. He walked past Them and the crew, down the ramp into
the ring area. Reigns, Uso and Heyman follow him. Peace will carry a pair of trousers, no shirts on and a WWE jackets. Peace seems like he doesn't know what to do. Nouo enters the ring and gets in Nakamura's face, talks trash. Uso with a cheap shot of Nakamura in the face. Uso beat Nakamura down and Reigns
joining him. They double Nakamura team now as fans boo. Peace is watching out of the ring. Heyman is looking from the other side, clutching the title. Uso delivered a superstar big Nakamura, then Reigns finished it off with a Superman punch. Uso goes to the top and delivers the great Uso Splash. Nakamura is setting
off. Gov out and tell Peace that this is his show and he does what he wants to do. Reigns aggressively rolling Peace into the ring. Peace says that some words in Reigns but turn around in a huge superstar from Uso. Peace comes down. Reigns signals for the tanker ring the bell for peace vs Nakamura.Fans continues to
reinforce as Nouo pull peace on top of Nakamura. They both set out. Refers to getting down and counting the comb for peace to win. Winner and New #1: Adam Peace - After the bell, Reigns' hit music as it stands tall and increases the title. Peace begins to recover as the boos stronger. College and Serious wonder if
this means Peace will challenge Reigns for the title of the Royal Rumble. Reigns expands the Universal title to the air and looks down at Peace as SmackDown goes off the air.air.
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